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the federal government. Crediting the same saving
to the trust funds is double counting, and is just an
artificial inflation of the Treasury IOUs the trust
fund is already stuffed with.
As the baby boom retires, Social Security’s
outlays will begin to exceed its current payroll tax
revenues and its revenues from taxing benefits.
When that happens, the Social Security Administration will call on Treasury to make up the shortfall
"out of the trust fund".

DUCKING SOCIAL SECURITY IN
THE STATE OF THE UNION
ADDRESS
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The trust funds are not money. The trust funds
are just spending authority, permission from the
Congress for the Treasury to keep the program
afloat even after it begins to run operating deficits.
The trust funds are a measure of how much
Congress has decided to allow the system to
overspend before coming back to Congress for a
review of the program.
The trust funds are not saving. The trust funds
do not help to create new factories, offices, farms,
mines, or housing. The trust funds do not boost
productivity, wages, and employment. The trust
funds do nothing to make it easier for future
workers to produce goods and services for their own

needs and the needs of a rising number of retirees.
Only real saving and investment can do that, and to
encourage saving and investment, we need to have
appropriate tax cuts and real Social Security reform.
The President is ducking a great opportunity to
convert Social Security from a system of transfer
payments into a system of real saving by each
person for his or her own retirement. He is
papering over Social Security’s problems, not fixing
them.
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